Maximum protection,
superior comfort
- a winning combination

Whether they’re working on a pipeline or at the refinery, in a foundry, pulling eletrical lines or
checking for gas leaks — knowing that they’re wearing the best in personal protection makes
them safer and more productive on the job.

A comfortable sense of security
Twaron®, Technora®, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo provide
superior protection from on-the-job injuries associated with
arc flash, flash fire and heat transfer. In fact, personal protective
apparel made from these remarkable fibers is also lightweight, soft,
comfortable and can be worn for extended periods of time even
during demanding physical activity. Garments containing Teijin
Aramid fibers deliver maximum protection and superior comfort
when compared to traditional garments in the same class.
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Key benefits of our aramids:
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Outstanding heat and flame resistance
Will not burn, melt or shrink
Superior comfort and durability
Corporate colors possible
Superior color fastness

Unrivaled protection
The men and women that work to deliver electricity and
fuel for our homes and vehicles know the danger and the
challenges of their professions. And, at Teijin we know how
important these men and women are to their families.
As experts in flame resistant fiber blends and fabric designs,
Teijin partners with fabric producers, apparel manufacturers
and end users to design garments for some of the most
demanding applications. That’s why Teijin created a family of
aramid fibers engineered with the most advanced protection
against heat, flames, flash fire, electric arc and mechanical
hazards. Flame resistant, self-extinguishing properties that can
be blended into lightweight, single layer fabrics for industries
the world over.
The advanced thermal protective qualities of Twaron®,
Technora®, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo are inherent in
the actual fibers themselves, not applied to the surface of a
fabric and, therefore, will not wear or wash out. Their resistance
to flame and heat exposure, sparks and chemical attack is not
affected by laundering, ultraviolet light or other enviromental
conditions. The protective properties of Twaron®, Technora®,
Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo meet or exceed all industry
standards for heat and thermal protective performance.

At Teijin our innovations are not limited to our aramid
fibers. Our team of textile experts can provide customized
fabric solutions that include Teijin’s aramid fibers blended
with other fibers, such as PBI to meet your specific end use
requirements.

Unmatched comfort
A person, no matter how experienced, working in dangerous
situations in uncomfortable clothing is a danger to himself and
his fellow workers. One thing is for sure, they’ll need to take
extra care to be well protected.
Personal protective apparel made from fabrics containing
Twaron®, Technora®, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo is
lightweight, offers remarkable thermal protection against
heat and flames, yet is flexible and comfortable. These high
performance garments can be worn for extended periods of
time, minimizing heat stress and allowing workers to keep
their minds focused on the job at hand — a must in situations
where fractions of a second make the difference. OSHA, NFPA,
ISO and EN protection standards ignore comfort even though
comfort is the key to safe working conditions.
From sports and military uniforms to first responder gear
and workwear, fabrics containing Teijin’s aramid fibers and its
proprietary weave patterns are known to offer an unmatched
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These high performance garments can be worn for extended
periods of time, minimizing heat stress and allowing to keep
their minds focused on the jobs at hand.

level of comfort and breathability without compromising
protection or useful life.

Unsurpassed durability
In addition to the superior thermal protective performance of
Teijin’s meta-aramids, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo, Teijin’s
para-aramids, Twaron® and Technora®, are known to be some
of the strongest fibers in the world. Twaron® and Technora®
respectively offer strength that is five and seven times stronger
than steel at equal weight while ensuring superior resistance
to rips, tears, punctures and abrasion, thus maintaining fabric
integrity day in and day out.
By blending Teijinconex® and Teijinconex neo® meta-aramids
with Twaron® and Technora® para-aramids, there are distinct
advantages over fabrics made from conventional metaaramids, para-aramids and polyamid-imides. Teijin’s aramid
fibers start out strong and remain stronger longer even in
extreme environments. Protective garments made with
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Teijinconex®, Teijinconex® neo, Twaron® and Technora® will
remain service-worthy longer. So, garments do not need to
be replaced as often, thus providing better value over time.

Unprecedented range of colors
Globally, companies are often recognized by their logo or
brand. One way to maintain brand consistency is through
employer issued protective clothing. In the past, one had to
choose between protective performance and appearance
when selecting protective clothing, until now —Twaron®,
Technora®, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex® neo aramid fibers
deliver the best of both worlds. They offer the opportunity
to provide workers with protective clothing that identifies
them with a corporate color, distinguishes a particular task
or provides enhanced visibility, including high visibility in
accordance with EN 1486 standard.
Solution dyed Teijinconex® offers excellent color fastness, while
dyeable Teijinconex® neo affords an unlimited array

Trusted names in personal protection
Teijin has a long history of providing technology driven
fiber and fabric solutions for high performance personal

protective garments. Our family of aramid fibers, which
includes Twaron®, Technora®, Teijinconex® and Teijinconex®
neo are among the most trusted names in personal
protection. Collectively, these innovative fibers will
continue to come together to set a higher standard for
the best in flame resistant fabrics. Teijin works closely with
textile producers and garment manufactures to ensure
the protection, comfort and performance of refinery,
petrochemical, gas and electric utility workers as well as
industrial professionals around the world.
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For more information
Please e-mail us at:
personalprotection@teijinaramid.com
or visit our website.
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of color options and combinations. Best of all, garments
infused with these Teijin aramid fibers maintain the original
color longer. Countless launderings, long term outdoor
exposure to the elements and prolonged hours of ultraviolet
light have little effect on the color of the garment (specific
testing data available upon request). This means garments look
good throughout the time they are in service.

